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What	Is	COGENT?	
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Abstract	Spec	
(Isabelle/HOL)	

COGENT	

C	 C	ADTs	

manual	

manual	

automa=c	generated	

• Reduces	the	cost	of	
formally	verifying	
systems	code	

• Restricted,	purely	
func=onal	language	

• Uniqueness	type	
system	

• Case-studies:	BilbyFs,	
ext2,	F2FS,	VFAT	

O’Connor et al., ICFP’16 !

Amani et al., ASPLOS’16 !

equa=onal	

one-off



BilbyFs  
functions

Effort  Isabelle  
LOP

COGENT  
SLOC

Cost 
$/SLOC LOP/LOC

sync(), 
iget() and 

library
9.25 pm 13,000 1,350 150 10

sync()-specific 3.75 pm 5,700 300 260 19

iget()-specific 1 pm 1,800 200 100 9

seL4 12 py 180,000 8,700 C 350 20
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Manual	Proof	Effort	
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*	BilbyFs:	totally	4,200	lines	of	COGENT	 Amani et al., ASPLOS’16!



Original	seL4	
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Abstract	Spec	
(Isabelle/HOL)	

Executabe	Spec	
(Haskell	derived)	

C	

150	bugs	

150	bugs	

150	bugs	

1	week-end	
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Present	seL4:	New	Features	
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Abstract	Spec	
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Executabe	Spec	
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C	 Unit	tests	



Assurance	Strength	
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Abstract	Spec	
(Isabelle/HOL)	

COGENT	

C	

automa=c	generated	

1.  Safe	language	
2.  Unit	tes=ng	
3.  Func=onal	proof	

1.  Safe	language	
2.  Unit	tes=ng	
3.  Model	checking	
4.  Func=onal	proof	

1.  Safe	language	
2.  Unit	tes=ng	
3.  Property-based	tes=ng	
4.  Model	checking	
5.  Func=onal	proof	

Can	do	in	sequence	
•  Correct	code	easier	to	verify	
Can	stop	anywhere	
•  Assurance	–	cost	tradeoff	



What	Is	Property-Based	Tes=ng	(PBT)?	
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•  sort :: [Int] -> [Int] !
sort = ... !
!

•  Input:	[4,7,3,5,0]	
Expected:	[0,3,4,5,7] !
!

•  prop_length: ∀xs. length xs == length (sort xs) !
!
prop_elem: ∀xs, x. x∈xs ==> x∈(sort xs) !
!
prop_sorted: ∀{xs|length xs >= 2}, i∈[0..length xs - 2]. !
             (sort xs)!!i <= (sort xs)!!(i+1) !
!
prop_lib: ∀xs. sort xs == List.sort xs !

Property-based	tes=ng:	
•  Generate	random	(but	biased)	inputs	
•  Run	un=l	viola=on	found	

Unit	tes=ng:	
•  Feed	in	specified	inputs	
•  Compare	outputs	to	expected	



COGENT:	PBT-ing	vs	Verifying	

•  PBT	overhead	minimal	if	verifying	anyway	
•  Both	need	(formal)	specifica=on	
•  Both	need	(formal)	proper=es	
•  COGENT	—	total,	determinis=c,	purely	func=onal	language	
•  Good	match	to	Isabelle	&	func=onal	verifica=on	
•  PBT:	find	bugs	early	(spec,	proper=es,	implementa=on)	
•  PBT:	lightweight	and	agile	alterna=ve	to	formal	proofs	
	

• PBT	and	formal	verifica=on	support	each	other!	

8	



What	Do	We	Prove?	

•  Func=onal	correctness:		
a	refinement	statement	from	an	abstract	specifica=on	
•  Defini=on	(refinement):	

		

•  Refinement	rela=on	R	that	relates	abstract	and	concrete	states	
•  Data	refinement	(informally):	

9	

de Roever and Engelhardt, 1998 !

Program C  refines A, if !C!⊆ !A!.



abs :Xa →Ya     and    conc :Xc →Yc
RX ia ic ⇒∃oa ∈abs ia . RY oa (conc ic ) (1)
corres R a c ! ∃o∈a. R o c

RX ia ic ⇒ corres RY (abs ia ) (conc ic ) (2)

•  To	prove	data	refinement	
(by	simula=on):	
	
	
	
•  COGENT:	purely	func=onal,	determinis=c,	total	
•  Refinement	statement:	

Proving	Refinement	
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then is to express our notion of what constitutes a correct pro-
gram with formulae that can be either proved using equational
reasoning or validated by property-based testing.

As stated above, functional correctness as used for CO-
GENT programs uses a refinement statement from an abstract
specification. It is abstract in the sense that all details not
relevant to program correctness are omitted (for example,
no attention is paid to performance or computability in the
abstract specification).

In an imperative setting, a simple model for both the ab-
stract specification and the concrete implementation would be
relations on states, describing every possible behaviour of the
program as the manipulation of some global state. A program
C is a refinement of a program A if every possible behaviour
in the model ofC is observable in that of A, that is JCK ✓ JAK.
This means that if we prove a property about every execution
for our abstract specification, we know that the property holds
for all executions of our concrete implementation.

An abstract specification typically has a different, smaller
state space than its concrete implementation, so the simple
subset relationship does not quite capture what we require of
refinement; we need a notion of correspondence of states. We
get this from some additional machinery from the world of
data refinement. We introduce a refinement relation R that re-
lates abstract and concrete states, and show that each step our
program takes preserves this relation; the relation represents
the desired correspondence. We must show that our abstract
program behaves analogously to the concrete program given
corresponding initial states. That is, if R relates our initial
abstract and concrete states, then every final state of a con-
crete operation conc will be related by R to a final state of a
corresponding abstract operation abs:

R; JconcK ✓ JabsK;R
� �

• •

abs

R

conc

R✓

where “;” is forward composition of relations. A theorem like
this for each operation in our program forms the bulk of a
forward simulation proof of data refinement [15].

In COGENT, however, there is no global state. COGENT is
a purely functional, deterministic, total language, and mod-
els all functions as plain mathematical functions. In such a
scenario, the only state involved consists of the inputs and
outputs to the function, simplifying the refinement statement.
Given an abstract function abs :: Xa ! Ya , and a concrete
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Figure 2. Overview of the QuickCheck framework

COGENT function conc :: Xc ! Yc , then, assuming the exis-
tence of refinement relations RX and RY , we can express the
statement that conc refines abs as:

RX ia ic =) RY (abs ia) (conc ic )
This, however, places unnecessary constraints on our abstract
specification. While COGENT is deterministic and total, our
abstract specification need not be. In fact, it is often desirable
to allow non-determinism to reduce the complexity of the ab-
stract specification. We model non-determinism by allowing
abstract functions to return a set of possible results. Then, our
refinement statement merely requires that the single concrete
result correspond to one of the possible abstract results:

RX ia ic =) 9oa 2 abs ia . RY oa (conc ic )
Defining the notation

corres R a c

def
= 9o 2 a. R o c

allows us to clean up this form of refinement statement:

RX ia ic =) corres RY (abs ia) (conc ic )
The theorems that capture correctness for COGENT systems
typically have this corres format. Our goal, then, is to encode
these properties in Haskell as machine-testable properties.

3.2 The QuickCheck architecture for COGENT

Our COGENT QuickCheck framework (Figure 2) extends the
existing COGENT compiler with additional code generation
features, allowing a Haskell embedding of the COGENT code
to be generated, as well as the refinement properties them-
selves. These refinement properties require the user to supply
Haskell definitions for all refinement relations, as well as an
abstract specification.

As previously mentioned, COGENT’s design requires that
some components (mostly ADT implementations that are
common to multiple file system implementations) are not im-
plemented in COGENT, but in C, and accessed via COGENT’s
foreign function interface (FFI). In the Haskell embedding,
the programmer either interfaces the same implementations

operation conc will be related by R to a final state of a corresponding abstract operation abs:

R; JconcK ✓ JabsK;R

� �

• •

abs

R

conc

R✓
where “;” is forward composition of relations. A theorem like this for each operation in our program forms the bulk of a forward

simulation proof of data refinement [? ].
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abs :Xa →Ya     and    conc :Xc →Yc
RX ia ic ⇒∃oa ∈abs ia . RY oa (conc ic ) (1)
corres R a c ! ∃o∈a. R o c

RX ia ic ⇒ corres RY (abs ia ) (conc ic ) (2)



How	To	Test	Refinement	

•  Encode	these	proper=es	as	machine-testable	specifica=ons	
	
•  QuickCheck	library	in	Haskell	
•  test	data	genera=on	—	control	distribu=on,	sa=sfy	invariants	
•  combinators	in	the	specifica=on	language:	forAll,	(==>),	
(.&.),	(.&&.),	(.||.),	etc.	
•  counter-example	shrinking	

11	

Claessen and Hughes, ICFP’00 !

RX ia ic ⇒ corres RY (abs ia ) (conc ic )



QuickCheck	Architecture	
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Modular	Tes=ng	
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Modular	Tes=ng	
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Example	

fsm_init : (SysState, MountState!, FsmState take (..)) !
        -> RR SysState FsmState (ErrCode, FsmState take(..)) !

data MountState !
data FsmState !
hs_fsm_init :: (MountState, FsmState) !
            -> Cogent_monad (Either ErrCode FsmState) !

cogent_fsm_init :: Ct21 -> IO Ct24 !
!
foreign import ccall unsafe "ffi_fsm_init" !
  c_fsm_init :: Ptr FFI.Ct21 -> IO (Ptr FFI.Ct24) !

t24* ffi_fsm_init (t21* a1); !

t24 fsm_init (t21 a1); !
data Ct21 !
data Ct24 !15	

15�	



RX ia ic ⇒ corres RY (abs ia ) (conc ic )

Example	
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hs_fsm_init :: (MountState, FsmState) !
            -> Cogent_monad (Either ErrCode FsmState) !

cogent_fsm_init :: Ct21 -> IO Ct24 !

Re
fin

es

rel_O :: Either ErrCode FsmState -> Ct24 -> IO Bool !

prop_fsm_init_corres = monadicIO $ !
  forAllM gen_MountState $ \mount_st -> !
  forAllM gen_FsmState   $ \fsm_st   -> run $ do !
    let ia = (mount_st, fsm_st) !
    ic <- a2c_I ia !
    oa <- return $ hs_fsm_init (mount_st, fsm_st) !
    oc <- cogent_fsm_init ic !
    corresM rel_O oa oc !

a2c_I ::(MountState, FsmState) -> IO Ct21 !

gen_MountState :: Gen MountState !
gen_FsmState   :: Gen FsmState !

$ghci > quickCheck prop_fsm_init_corres !

+++ OK, passed 100 tests. !



More	In	The	Paper	
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Abstract
Property-based testing can play an important role in reducing
the cost of formal verification: It has been demonstrated to
be effective at detecting bugs and finding inconsistencies in
specifications, and thus can eliminate effort wasted on fruit-
less proof attempts. We argue that in addition, property-based
testing enables an incremental approach to a fully verified
system, by allowing replacement of automatically generated
tests of properties stated in the specification by formal proofs.
We demonstrate this approach on the verification of systems
code, discuss the implications on systems design, and outline
the integration of property-based testing into the COGENT
framework.

CCS Concepts • Software and its engineering Software

testing and debugging; Formal software verification;

Functional languages;

Keywords COGENT, QuickCheck, Refinement, Systems
software, Formal methods
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1 Introduction
COGENT [2, 13, 30] is a restricted, purely functional language
aimed at reducing the cost of formally verifying systems code.
COGENT grew out of the experience of the verification of
the seL4 microkernel [23]. Specifically, we had observed that
many of the more low-level proofs in the chain connecting
the high-level specification with the C implementation are
time consuming and tedious, but not particularly involved,
and seemed good candidates for automation.
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Figure 1. An overview of COGENT

COGENT makes such automation possible by abstracting
over low-level issues, such as explicit memory management.
As Figure 1 shows, the COGENT compiler generates C code,
several embeddings of the COGENT semantics in the inter-
active theorem prover Isabelle [28], and proofs connecting
the two. Similar to Rust [32], COGENT is equipped with a
linear type system to allow destructive updates while retain-
ing the purely functional semantics. Because of the linear
type system, it is impossible to implement data structures in
COGENT which rely even temporarily on sharing. These have
to be implemented in C, verified separately, and imported as
abstract data types (ADTs) with an interface that observes the
linear type constraints.

While the compiler-generated automatic proof reduces the
gap between the high-level specification and the C imple-
mentation, the remaining gap — manually connecting the
COGENT semantics to the high-level specification, as well as
the verification of the manually-written C components — still
requires significant time and effort from developers.

Property-based testing is a promising technique for reduc-
ing this cost. Similar to formal verification, property-based
testing uses a specification of the desired properties of a unit
under test. From this specification it automatically generates
test cases to search for counter-examples. Hughes [21] and
Arts et al. [4] show that property-based testing is effective for
detecting bugs and finding inconsistencies in specifications.
In their work on secure information flow, Hriţcu et al. [20]
observe that property-based testing is especially valuable in
formal verification, as it can eliminate the wasted effort of
trying to prove a faulty or ill-specified system correct.



Future	Work	
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• More	automa=on	
•  Glue	code	between	Haskell	and	C	
•  Refinement	statements	
•  Refinement	rela=ons												with	domain-specific	knowledge	
•  Isabelle	theorems	
•  Test	results	vs.	theorem	proving	in	Isabelle	
•  Test	data	generators	and	shrinking	algorithms	

•  Tes=ng	kernel	modules	
•  Full	case-studies	

David R. MacIver, 2016 ! Jacob Stanley, 2017!

RX ia ic ⇒ corres RY (abs ia ) (conc ic )

RX , RY
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